
 
 
Free 3D content collection for architects and designers. 
 
Chaos® Cosmos is a universe of smart content - with thousands of high-quality models, materials and HDRI skies that work 
perfectly with your visualization projects. 
 

• Stage your project with just a few clicks. 
Chaos Cosmos makes it easy to add great looking 3D content to your projects. With a library of render-ready models, 
comprehensive materials and beautiful HDR skies, you can stage your architectural and interior designs in minutes. Simply 
add the assets to your scenes straight from the new Chaos Cosmos Browser. Creating impressive and detailed visuals for 
your projects has never been easier. 
 

• Curated just for you. 
Chaos Cosmos brings you an essential collection of everyday entourage you can use on any project. With these carefully 
constructed and hand-picked 3D models of furniture, trees, cars, people, and more, it's easy to find just the right content 
you need to bring your scenes to life. Share your idea, tell your story, show your vision with the help of Chaos Cosmos. 
 

• Smart content everywhere you look. 
Chaos Cosmos assets are smart, which means they automatically show the right amount of detail wherever you view 
them. In the viewport, they’re lightweight for smooth interactivity. In Chaos Vantage, V-Ray or Chaos Corona, they show 
in full photoreal detail. No matter where you see smart content by Chaos Cosmos, it always looks great. 

 

• Seamless across the Chaos ecosystem. 
Chaos Cosmos is designed to work seamlessly with Chaos renderers and is included in the most popular integrations of V-
Ray, Corona, and Vantage. Cosmos assets render consistently across V-Ray, Corona, V-Ray GPU, and Vantage. 
 

• Bridge your virtual and built project. 
Chaos Cosmos offers a range of digital replicas of real-world fabrics and furniture models from industry-renowned brands. 
With Cosmos, you can stop relying on the client’s imagination to win projects. Present and market your ideas exactly as 
they will be built. 
 

 
 



Explore assets: https://cosmos.chaos.com/ 
 

 

https://cosmos.chaos.com/

